Abstract
Introduction
Wireless networks consist of static or mobile hosts (or nodes) that can communicate with each other over the wireless links without any static network interaction. Each mobile host has the capability to communicate directly with other mobile hosts in its vicinity. They can also forward packets destined for other nodes. Examples of such networks are wireless local area networks (WLANs), packet radio networks, and sensor networks. They are used in situations like disaster rescues, wireless conferences in the hall, battlefields, or monitoring objects in a possibly remote or dangerous environment.
The routing problem is the problem of finding a route for sending a message from a source to a given destination. Routing becomes very difficult in wireless networks. In highly mobile situation, the flooding scheme is the most reliable for sending data packets. However, since the link channel resource is very scarce and battery power is limited, more efficient schemes must be devised. Numerous routing protocols have been proposed in recent years [BMJHJ, RS] .
Ad hoc networks are best modeled by the graphs constructed in the following way. Each node A has its transmission range t(A). Two nodes A and B in the network are neighbors (and thus joined by an edge) if the Euclidean distance between their coordinates in the network is less than the minimum between their transmission radii (i.e. d (A,B) 
c min {t(A), t(B))). If all
transmission ranges are equal, the corresponding graph is known as the unit graph. These models provide acknowledgments for received messages.
The shortest path algorithm does not adapt well to the networks in which some of the nodes may be temporarily inactive due to failures or power savings. In addition to activity status and location updates for all nodes in the network, the updates on the status of every possible link in the network is needed to guarantee the availability of shortest path, which is unacceptable quadratic communication overhead. Wireless networks require localized algorithms, in which nodes make routing decisions based solely on the information about its neighboring nodes, and the position of destination.
One such method, the greedy routing algorithm, where each node forwards message to its neighbor that is closest to destination, is based on the location information supplied by GPS. Its major drawback is high failure rate for low degree graphs. Its major advantage is that its hop count is very close to the shortest path algorithm, whenever the method is successful. A localized routing algorithm, called FACE, that guarantees the message delivery in connected unit graphs, and its improved version, called GFG (GreedyFace-Greedy) , that applies the greedy algorithm as much as possible, are described in [BMSU] . We apply the concept of internal nodes to improve the delivery rates of GFG algorithm. Another improvement proposed here is a shortcut procedure that allows each node in FACE algorithm to predict few next hops and forward the message directly to the last of these hops.
The desirable properties of any routing protocol include simplicity, loop-free operation, convergence after topological changes, storage overhead, computational and transmission overhead. The efficiency of a routing algorithm is measured by the delivery rate and the average hop count. The average hop count is the number of transmissions needed by a method between source and destination. It is compared with the average hop count of a shortest path algorithm. The delivery rate is the ratio of numbers of messages received by destination and sent by senders. For a shortest path algorithm, and for algorithms that guarantee delivery in a connected graph, the ratio is 1. Therefore the only measure used in this paper for comparing routing algorithms that guarantee the delivery is hop count.
The algorithms analyzed and proposed in this paper guarantee delivery if the position of destination is accurate. Sensor networks are important kind of wireless networks whose nodes may be considered fixed. These networks may have thousands of sensors that change their status between active and passive, and therefore shortest path algorithm is not feasible in such case. In some cases nodes in sensor networks may move (if attached to people or vehicles or if moved by wind), but the destination can be a fixed central facility known to all sensors, which collects information 60m sensors. When the position of destination is fixed, as in this scenario, the algorithms discussed here guarantee delivery as long as the location updates are regularly updated between moving neighboring nodes. If destination is moving, as in the case of ad hoc networks, routing algorithm may begin by sending message to the latest known location of destination, and modify the information by intermediate nodes as the message approaches destination. Since this approach may not guarantee delivery and may increase hop count significantly, we believe that a better approach will apply a destination search method using short probe messages (containing search information but not actual message), then routing 60m destination to sender with short message, and finally routing full (actual) message from source to destination whose location is detected.
The destination search step may apply a flooding with reduced number of retransmissions (such as one based on internal nodes [SSZ] ) or another method that is linked to location update scheme (e.g. [SI) . In this scenario, delivery is guaranteed unless node movement is significant with respect to message speed (in which case flooding may be the only feasible solution [HOW] ).
Moreover, in this application, the network can tc considered static in the analysis of algorithm performance, without introducing significant errors in measurements.
This paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 present a literature reviews on GPS based routing in a.d hoc networks, and the concept of dominating sets. Section 4 proposes a shortcut procedure as the main enhancement to FACE algorithm from [BMSU] . Secticin 5 proposes routing algorithm that restricts routing decisions to internal nodes only. Performance evaluatica is given in section 6, followed by conclusion section.
Known routing algorithms
Finn [F] proposed a greedy routing algorithm, rn which source or any intermediate node will choose the successor node that makes the best progress toward the destination. The distance to destination is used to measure the progress. When no node is closer to the destination than current node C, the algorithm fails. Power aware routing algorithms in unit graphs are studied in [SL2] . Routing algorithms that are based cm depth first search algorithm, merged with GEDZR, are proposed in [SRV] . These algorithms require nodes to memorize past traffic, which is not the case with algorithms discussed here. The performance of DFS based routing algorithms can also be improved by applying internal node concept [SRV] .
Bose, Morin, Stojmenovic and Umtia [BMSIT] described a GPS based localized routing algorithm which guarantees the delivery for wireless networks modeled by unit graphs, assuming only that the graph is connected. The only additional constraint is, of course, that the position of destination (as recorded by the sender node) is reasonably accurate. Let G be the graph h a t corresponds to the wireless network. Thus it contains n vertices, and two vertices are connected by an edge if and only if the distance between them is <R.
The algorithms works as follows. In the first phase, construct planar connected subgraph P of G. P is the intersection of unit graph and Gabriel graph GG on the set S of n given nodes, defined as follows. Let disk(u,v) be the disk with diameter (u,v). Then, the Gabriel graph GG(S) is a graph in which edge (u,v) is present if and only if disk(u,v) contains no other points of S. The planow subgraph is constructed in localized manner. Let A be one of nodes, and B one of its neighbors. Edge AB belongs to P if and only if the circle with diameter AB does not contain any other node from G. It suffices to check, for each neighboring node C of A, whether ICMI<IAB1/2, where M is the center of the circle, that is the middle point between A and B. Alternative criterion is the following: an edge AB is included in the subgraph if and only if LACB is acute, for each joint neighbor C of A and B. In the second phase, a path between source node S and destination node D in P is constructed. It is based on traversing faces that intersect imaginary line from source to destination.
The paths generated by FACE algorithms are considerably long. However, nodes do not need to memorize past traffic in order to forward the message correctly. Also, at each step there is exactly one copy of the message in the network. The FACE algorithm may be used in practice in combination with an algorithm that performs well whenever it does not fail, such as greedy routing scheme. [BMSU] proposed an algorithm that begins routing with greedy scheme until message is delivered, or fails at a node C. The failure node is defined as node C which has no closer neighbor to D than itself. Such choice node enables to prove that the combined algorithm remains loop-free, and guarantees delivery. At C, FACE algorithm is invoked which guarantees delivery. The algorithm is further improved, by proposing GFG (Greedy-FACE-Greedy) routing scheme. In this scheme, routing follows greedy method until a node C is reached that has no neighbor closer to destination than itself. The distance d=ICDI is attached to the message, and C invokes FACE algorithm which runs until message is delivered, or a node B such that lBDl<d is found. Routing then continues again with greedy until message delivery of the next node C that has no closer neighbor to destination. Thus the number of switches from greedy to FACE and back may be arbitrary, but each switching node is closer to destination than the previous one. The performance evaluation in [BMSU] shows that, and in case of low degree graphs with few hundred nodes, GFG generates paths which are on average up to 3.5 times longer than paths generated by shortest path (SP) algorithm. In case of high degree networks, the performance of GFG is very close to the performance of SP algorithm. Improving the algorithm performance for low degree graphs is the research problem studied in this paper.
Dominating sets and internal nodes
A set is dominating if all the nodes in G are either in the set or neighbors of nodes in the set. Nodes that belong to a dominating set will be called, in this paper, internal nodes for G (of course, a different definition for dominating set leads to different set of internal nodes). Routing based on a connected dominating set is frequently used approach [WL] , where the searching space for a route is reduced to corresponding internal nodes. The routing process, in this approach, is divided into three steps. If source node is not an internal node, it forwards the packets to one of its adjacent nodes. This internal node then acts as a new source to route the packets in the reduced graph consisting of internal nodes only. Eventually, the packets reach the destination internal node which is either the destination node itself or neighbor of the destination node. In the later case, the destination internal node forwards the packets directly to the destination node. Such routing is suggested for the shortest path, and DSR (dynamic source routing) [WL] .
Wu and Li [WL] proposed a simple and efficient distributed algorithm for calculating connected dominating set in ad hoc wireless networks, where connections of nodes are determined by their geographical distances. They introduced the concept of an intermediate node. A node A is an intermediate node if there exist two nodes B and C (different from A) such that A is on a shortest path between them. The length of path is equal to the number of hops (that is, hop count, or number or transmissions) needed to reach the destination from a given source. Next, they proved that a node A is an intermediate node if and only if A is on a shortest path between two nodes that are neighbors of A. This criterion is equivalent to finding whether there exist two neighbors of A that are not direct neighbors themselves. If location information (that is, x-and y-coordinates) of nodes are not known to nodes then the list of 2-hop neighbors (that is, neighbors of each neighbor) suffices to make such decision at each node (and these lists can be directly exchanges between neighboring nodes). On the other hand, if nodes know the location of all its neighbors, and G is unit graph, then each node can determine whether or not it is an intermediate nodes in O(k2) computation time (where k is the number of its neighbors), and without any message exchanged with its neighbors for that purpose.
Let V be the set of intermediate nodes, and G' be the corresponding induced subraph of G (thus V is the set of vertices of G'). G' is connected subgraph [WL] . Dijskstra's shortest path algorithm applied on intermediate nodes produces the shortest possible path between any two nodes [WL] . The maintenance consist of verifying the intermediate status for each node in the presence of topological changes, and propagating the new intermediate status to the rest of network if it changed for a given node.
Wu and Li [WL] introduced also two rules that considerably reduce the number of internal nodes in the network, and proved that these rules preserve network connectivity after eliminating additional nodes from the dominating set. Let N(u) be the (open) set of all neighbors of node U, and let N[u]=N(u) U {U) be the corresponding closed neighbor set, that is the set of all neighbors and U itself. Suppose that each node has a unique id number (it may be obtained by generating a random number in [0,1], or use x-coordinate as id). Let us define inter-gateway nodes as nodes intermediate nodes that are not eliminated by Rule 1. Next, let the gateway nodes be those intermediate nodes that are not eliminated by both rules. Rule 1 [WL] is as follows.
Consider two intermediate nodes v and U . If N[v] c N[u] in G and id(v) < id(u)
, then node v is not an intergateway node. In other words, if any neighbor of v is also a neighbor of U, and v is connected to U and has lower id, then any path via v can be replaced by a path via U, thus node v is not needed as internal node. We may also say that node v is 'covered' by node U. Observe that the hop count between any two nodes does not increase by applying Rule 1, since a segment pvq of a path between source and destination is replaced by a segment puq, which does not change the hop count.
The number of internal nodes (that is, gateways) can be further reduced by applying Rule 2 [WL] , as follows. Assume that, after applying Rule 1, U and w are two gateway neighbors of a gateway node v. If N(v) G N(u) U N(w) in G and id(v) = min (id(v), id(u), id(w)), then node v is declared a non-gateway node. In other words, if each neighbor of v is a neighbor of U or w, where U and w are two connected neighbors of v, then v can be eliminated from the list of gateway nodes (when, in addition, v has lowest id among the three). The hop count between a source and destination node may increase by one in this process, since a segment pvq of the path between them is replaced by one hop longer segment puwq. Observe that, for both rules, each node may decide to withdraw from the list of internal nodes by knowing its 1-hop neighbors only, since location information suffices to check whether all them are neighbors of neighboring internal nodes. Otherwise, list of 2-hop neighbors is necessary for that decision.
Stojmenovic, Seddigh and Zunic [SSZ] proposed to replace node ids with a record (degree, x, y), where degree is the number of neighbors of a node, and x and p are its two coordinates in the plane (if available, otherwise they may use a random number instead). In both rules from [WL] , nodes compare first their degrees, and node with higher degree has greater chances of remaining an internal node. In case of ties, x-coordinate is used to resolve. The information about the degree of neighboring nodes may be gathered together with information about their location.
Shortcut FACE algorithm
One of main problems with FACE algorithm, causing its increased hop count, is that the planar subgraph construction phase favors short edges over long ones. A route between source and destination is therefore likely to contain a number of short edges. This means that a node A in the path might have, in addition to forwarding node, few more nodes in the same path as its neighbors. Can A predict few hops in the path? Consider an example where node A is neighbor of nodes B, C and E on a path ABCEF ... toward destination. Each node makes forwarding decision based on the location of its neighbors, destination, and the last intersection X of an edge with direction SD (source-destination). Thus node A needs to know the location of each neighbor of B, C and E, in order to predict that the message will traverse indicated path. Instead of forwarding the message to B, A can forward the message directly to F, making a shortcut. Note that A can predict next hops even if face is changed in the process.
In order to apply the shortcut procedure, neighboring nodes need to exchange the list and location of their neighbors, in addition to their own location, whenever a change in local topology occurs. In other words, 2-hop local information is needed.
Routing via internal nodes
We propose to apply GFG algorithm on the set of internal nodes. The message is sent from source node to one of its neighboring internal nodes that is closest to destination (node that such internal node does not need to be closer to destination than the source itself). The routing algorithm is then restricted to the set of internal nodes. The route follows GFG routing algorithm, noninternal nodes being ignored. The algorithm terminates whenever an internal node that is connected to destination D is reached. At this point, the message is delivered to D. One possible improvement for GFC algorithm can be defined as follows. We shall define GFG-sooner-back algorithm that runs FACE algorithm until a node B is found that has at least one neighbor that has distance <d to destination. The algorithm switches back to greedy algorithm at node B. This GFG-soonerback version is likely to return back to greedy algorithm from FACE mode few hops sooner than GFG will do. If B has few neighbors at distance <d from destination, the closest one is chosen, according to greedy scheme. In the performance evaluation given in the next section, GFG refers, in fact, to GFG-sooner-back version.
Further improvement of GFG algorithm is obtained by applying shortcut procedure, as described in the previous section, where GFG-S algorithm is described. The performance evaluation given in the next section separates GFG and GFG-S algorithms.
Performance evaluation
The experiments were carried using random connected unit graphs, which were generated as follows. Each of n nodes is chosen by selecting its x and y coordinates at random in the interval [0, 100) . In order to control the average node degree d, we sort all n(n-1)/2 (potential) edges in the network by their length, in increasing order. The radius R that corresponds to chosen value of d is equal to the length of nd2-th edge:
in the sorted order. Dijkstra' s shortest path algorithm can be used to test whether a graph is connected.
Comparison of intermediate and inter-gateway node: based routings show that intermediate node definition performs notably worse but not by large difference. The: FACE algorithm alone has up to 8% longer paths, while GFG and GFG-S algorithm have up to 3% longer paths.
The differences are larger for smaller degree graphs. A very close performance of GFG and GFG-S on the intergateway and gateway node dominating sets was observed, with differences being always below 1%. Although gateway node definition apparently reduced the size of dominating set, it increases the path lengths at the same time, and, interestingly, the same result at the end is obtained. Because of simplicity and preserving path lengths, we conclude that inter-gateway node definition is the one that has the best performance. Let us define the dilution as the ratio of hop count for given method and the hop count of SP (shortest path) algorithm. It is desirable to have the ratio as close to 1 as possible. The largest dilation reported in [BMSU] for GFG algorithm (without shortcut procedure) was 3.5 (for n=100 and d 4 ) , and our goal was to reduce that number as much as possible. For n=60, the largest dilation reported in [BMSU] was 2.3, for d=4 (no values were reported for d=3). It can be observed that FACE-S algorithm, that is FACE algorithm enhanced with shortcut procedure, has very low dilation for high degree graphs (under 1.7 for d 2 7). FACE-IC-S (the previous algorithm applied on inter-gateway nodes) comes even closer, under 1.6 for d 2 5. GFG-S reduces the dilation kom 2.3 to under 1.9 for d24, GFG-IG to under 1.8, and finally GFG-IG-S to under 1.6. Thus we obtained localized routing algorithm with guaranteed delivery whose excess in hop count with respect to the shortest path algorithm is under 60% for d23. Thus improvement of adding internal node concept and shortcut procedure over former GFG algorithm in terms of dilation is about 30% for lower degree graphs. In fact, the improvement is much higher if measured in terms of excess path rather than full path. Obviously we cannot improve the length of the shortest path, thus we can improve only the length of additional path. In this respect, the 1.3 'added dilation' of GFG [BMSU] is reduced to 0.6 added dilation, thus over 53% reduction. Table 2 shows the dilations for number of nodes ranging from 40 to 100, and degrees between 3 and 10.
Clearly, the proposed localized algorithm compares very well with the global shortest path algorithm, especially for dense networks. 
Conclusions
The performance evaluation of our algorithm demonstrated that very significant improvements were obtained, and that proposed improvements to routing algorithm lead to algorithm that perform very close to the performance of the shortest path algorithm for all graph average degrees.
We are currently developing power aware routing algorithms with guaranteed delivery [SDI, by merging algorithms ffom [SL2] with improved FACE algorithm. One of the problems associated Yith dominating set definition used in this paper is their fixed status in the absence of node mobility, causing more energy consumption at internal nodes. We are investigating [WGS] an alternate definition of dominating set, that will take node remaining battery level into consideration. This will enable change of internal node status in favor of nodes with more battery power.
The GFG algorithm, enhanced by shortcut procedure in FACE mode, and applied on internal nodes, may be applied to solve geocasting problem. In geocasting problem, a message is to be sent from a node to all nodes within a region (e.g. circle). GFG may be used to route toward the center of the geocasting region until a point inside the region is reached. The algorithm then switches to flooding with retransmission savings [SSZ] .
It is also an interesting problem to find another kind of planar subgraphs which is denser than Gabriel graph (GG). FACE routing algorithm may perform better if more faces and edges are present in the subgraph. The new kind of subgraphs needs also to be defined locally, without any message exchange. Delaunay triangulation (DT), for instance, is denser subgraph but is not locally defined. GG is subgraph of DT. It is well known [BM] that GEDIR guarantees delivery in DTs, thus DT is a good candidate for study. More precisely, to include the largest possible portion of DT in the planar subgraph, which can be locally found. For instance, each triangle in DT contains no other point fiom the set, which can be used to include all such triangles whose all sides have size comparable to unit graph radius and therefore locally detectable. Note that the circumscribed circle of that triangle should also be of locally manageable size. Further improvements in the algorithm performance could be obtained by following this approach.
